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Price behaviour around 524 earnings announcements from 235 common
stocks traded in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange during Apr 2, 1986 to Oct
15, 1987 are analysed in the study. This constitutes 95% of all earnings
announcements in the period studied.
The research findings provide evidence that
1. earnings announcements possess information value and market price
adjusts to reflect the new information
2. Hong Kong stock market is inefficient in semi-strong form.
The analysis further reveals extensive information leakages before
earnings announcements and lags in market reaction to the new earnings
announcements information.
In general, the price adjustment process begins on day -41 before the
earnings announcement and finishes on day 17 after the announcement.
Prices are more volatile before earnings announcements. With respect to
other factors that affect earnings announcement price behaviour,
1. price adjustments span a narrower period for interim earnings
announcement, from day -21 to day 7;
22. prices of Hang Seng Index constituent stocks adjust more than
non-constituent stocks the cummulative average residual for
constituent stocks is 32, while that of non-constituent stock is
only 18;
3. larger price adjustments also occur for lower price stocks
4. prices of stocks that react negatively to the announcements still
rise between day -21 and day -12 before the earnings
announcements.
The study findings indicate good opportunities for abnormal profits by
trading on earnings announcements.
1. The market is so inefficient that it takes 59 days to complete the
adjustment.
2. Extensive price adjustments before earnings announcements enable
technical techniques to be applied.
3. The magnitude of price adjustment due to earnings announcement is
substantial cummulative average residual equals 20.
The following trading strategies are recommended for speculating on
earnings announcements.
31. Choose final earnings announcements of Hang Seng Index constituent
stocks.
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Earnings Announcements, Stock Valuation and Efficient Markets
The value of an asset is the present value of the expected returns
from the asset during the holding period. Valuation theory has long
posited a relationship between earnings and the value of common stocks.
Miller and Modigliani postulate that one important element in determining
the value of common stock is the product of earnings times the appropriate
earnings multiplier for that risk class.1 They have also shown the
equivalent use of earnings and dividends in common stock valuation.2
Based on the efficient markets-theory, common stock prices adjust to
reflect the effect of new information. Earnings announcements can contain
information bearing directly on the value of common stocks and can
therefore cause changes in common stock prices.
1. Merton H.Miller and Franco Modigliani, Some Estimates of the Cost of
Capital to the Electric Utility Industry, 1954- 57, American
Economic Review, LVI (Jun, 1966):341
2. Merton H.Miller and Franco Modigliani, Dividend Policy, Growth, and
the Valuation of Shares, Journal of Business, 34 no. 4 (Oct., 1961),
p.411-433
2In an efficient market, common stock prices adjust fully and
rapidly to new information. Thus, it is impossible to obtain
abnormal return based on earning announcements. In general, past
studies in U.S. tend to support efficient market reaction to new
information.
Beaver studied the annual earnings announcements for NYSE stockE
from 1961 to 1965 and found that price adjustments were completed
within the period between day -1 and day 1 of the announcements.3
Morse's study on other Wall Street Journal announcements in 1982,4
and Arbel and Taggi's study on market information assimulation
related to extreme daily price jumps in 1977 5 also support the
efficient market hypothesis.
3. William H.Beaver, The Information Content of Annual Earnings
Announcements, Journal of-Accounting Research, Supplement on
Empirical Research in Accounting, 1968, p.67-92•
4. Dale Morse, Wall Street Journal Announcement and the Securities
Markets, Financial Analysts Journal, Mar-Apr 82, p.69-76
5. Avner Arbel and Bikki Taggi Market Information Assimulation
Related to Extreme Daily Price Jumps, Financial Analysts
Journal, Nov-Dec 82, p.60-66
3
Earnings Announcement Price Behaviour in Hong Kong
The Hong Kong stock market is generally believed to be
inefficient, at least, in the strong and semi-strong forms. Such a
belief is supported by Dawson's study on Sun Hung Kai brokerage house
recommendations between August 1974 and October 1980.6 There is
other student research in this field which suggests that Hong Kong is
an efficient market, but the reliability is limited by the
inappropriate time-interval used, say monthly price changes, and
small sample size.
The earnings announcement date is defined as the date a company's
earnings results becomes publicly accessible. In Hong Kong, the lead
time between the book-close and the earnings announcement is quite
long. People close to the company may easily obtain the information
beforehand. If information leakage is common and wide-spread, market
prices may react well before earnings announcements.
6. Steve Dowson, Is the Hong Kong Market Efficient? The Journal of
Portfolio Management, Spring 1982, p.17-20
4
Furthermore, it may take time for analysts and investors to digest the
earnings announcement information. Such a possibility is enhanced as it
is common practise in Hong Kong to announce dividend, bonus dividends,
splits, forecasts, major projects and other information along with the
earnings announcements. Pre-announcement trading and learning lags to
earnings announcements may provide an opportunity for abnormal profit by
formulating trading strategies based on earnings announcements.
Other Factors Affecting Earnings Announcement Price Behaviour
Earnings announcement price behaviour may be affected by othe2
factors. These factors includes:
1. whether it is an interim and or a final earnings announcement
2. whether the market views the earnings announcement as positive
or negative
3. whether it is Hang Seng Index constituent stocks or
non-constituent stocks
4. the price level of the stock.
5Final earnings results may differ substantially from interim earnings
results for cyclic businesses. The interim report, being unaudited, may
be weighed less by investors and analysts. The lead time between the
book-close and the announcement is usually shorter for interim earnings
announcements. Thus, information leakage is less likely. The above three
factors may contribute to differences in price behaviour around interim
and final earnings announcements.
The market reacts differently to earnings announcements depend on
whether the earnings results meet its expectation. Earnings announcement
price behaviour obviously differs between positive and negative
announcements.
Hang Seng Index constituent stocks are more closely watched by market
participants, especially, institutions and fund managers. Moreover,
constituent stocks are more actively traded. It is possible for earnings
announcement price behaviour to differ between constituent and
non-constituent stocks.
Lastly, low price stocks tend to be more volatile due to psychological
influence of its small obsolute price increments. Also, in general,
market capitalizations of low priced stocks tend to be smaller and small
capitalization firms tend to be more risky than large capitalization
firms. These factors may cause earnings announcement price behaviour
differences across various price ranges of stocks.
6
Research Objectives
The study aims to provide empirical evidences on the following four
issues.
1. Whether earnings announcements possess information content and
affect market prices in Hong Kong.
2. Whether the Hong Kong stock market is efficient or not in
semi-strong form.
3. How market prices behave before and after earnings announcement
with an emphasis on formulating trading strategies for abnormal
profits.
4. How earnings announcement price behaviour is affected by the
following factors.
Interim and final announcements
Positive and negative announcements
Hang Seng Index constituent and non-constituent stocks







All common stocks traded in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange between April
2, 1986 and October 15, 1987 are covered by the study. Daily closing
prices of the. stocks are obtained from the electronic mailbox service
provided by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.
The study period starts on April 2, 1986 because it is the first
trading date for which the electronic data are available. The study ends
on October 15, 1987 because the market behaviour may differ after the
world-wide stock prices collapse. Moreover, the linear regression
technique for estimating return residuals used in analysis may not be
applicable if the post crash data are included.
Earnings announcements in Hong Kong usually includes dividend, splits,
forecasts and other information. As the market reacts to all this
information as a whole, price behaviour due to all this information is
investigated as the earnings announcement price behaviour in the study.
8Daily price behaviour from 60 days before earnings announcement to 45
days after earnings announcement is examined. Including the announcement
date, the study period is 106 days for each announcement.
Stocks with other announcements 15 days before or after earnings
announcement are discarded to eliminate price changes due to other
information. Theoretically, stocks with other announcements within the
study period should also be excluded. However, such an approach would
eliminate most of the announcements.
The announcement data are obtained from Wardley cards. The dates are
the same as that announcements are published in local newspapers. Two
hundred and thirty five common stocks and five hundred and twenty four
announcements are studied. This represents 87% of the common stocks
traded on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange between April 2, 1986 and October
15, 1987 and 95% of the announcements.
A detailed description of the sample is given in table 1. Appendix 1
provides a complete list of the common stocks, with mean price, alpha,
beta, and price variance.
9Table 1: Detailed Description of the Sample
Numbe
Earnings announcements between Apr 2, 86 Oct 15, 86 554
Earnings announcements discarded due to 30
other announcements 15 days before or after
earnings announcement date
Earnings announcements studied 524
Interim earnings announcements 304
Final earnings announcements 220
Common stocks studied 235
Common stocks traded between Apr 2, 86 271
and Oct 15, 86
10
Analysis Model
The Capital Asset Pricing Model is applied for analysing the earnings
announcement price behaviour. More specifically, the market model is
for common stock i
where
Rit= return of stock i on day t
Rmt= market return on day t
Eit= return residual of stock i on day t
Ai, Bi= coefficients estimated from least square linear
regression
According to the model, the residual return eliminates overall market
effects from the price change and adjusts for the risk level of the
stock. The average residual for a sample of stocks can be interpreted as
the average deviation of returns on a, given day from'thier, normal
relationships with the market. In absence of unusual price effects,
average residuals are randomly distributed around zero and there is no
significant difference in the residual distribution on a particular date.
Rit=Ai+Bi*Rmt+Eit
11
The earnings announcement price effect is determined by comparing the
average residuals of the study period with that outside the study period.
Analysis Procedure
The Hang Send Index is used to represent the market return. Although
it may not be the most suitable representation of the market, it is the
only source that could be readily obtained for this study.
Ai and Bi of the stocks are determined by using data outside the study
period. The study period data are not included because abnormal residuals
are hypothesized for the study period.
The average residual, E, and its variance, a z, for all the sample
A
stocks are calculated from the non-study period. The variances, 81, of
the return residual of each stock are also calculated. from the non-study
period.
The return residuals, Eit, for each day in the study period are
calculated.
Eit= Rit- Ai- Bi*Rmt
12
The return residuals, Eit, are normalised to allow for comparison
across stocks.
where
i= standard deviation of return residual of stock i
Eit= normalised return residual of stock i on day t
The average return residual, It, for each day t is calculated by
averaging the normalised return residuals of all stocks in the sample.
where
n= no. of stocks in the sample on day t
To test whether there is significant price change on any day t in the




The cumulative average normalised return is also calculated to
facilitate analysis.





5. Hang Seng Index constituent stocks
6. Non-Hang Seng Index constituent stocks
7. Stocks with mean price less than HKD2
8. Stocks with mean price between HKD2 and HKD5
9. Stocks with mean price greater than HKD5
A positive announcement is defined as one for which the return
residual of the stock is greater than zero on the earnings announcement
date. A negative announcement is one for which the return residual of the
stock is less than or equal to zero on the earnings announcement date.
Two Hong Kong dollars (HKD 2) and five Hong Kong dollars (HKD 5) are
used to set the price range because these values determine the ask/bid






The findings of the study are summarised in Figure 1 to 10 and
Appendix 2 to 11.
Overall Earnings Announcement Price Behaviour
With respect to overall earnings announcement price behaviour, the
average return residuals are positive and quite large around the earnings
announcement day. Average return residuals exceed 0.2 compared with the
0.012 average return residual outside the study period. The maximum
average residual is 0.49 on day -14. The computed t-values are larger
than the t-value for significant level= 0.01.
This confirms the information content of earnings. announcement and the
upward price adjustment to reflect the new earnings information. It is an
upward adjustment because the study period is a period of strong economic
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Contrary to the U.S. studies, the reaction period begins as early as
day -41 and lasts until day 17, considering average return residuals to be
significant at level 0.01. The percentage cumulative average residual,
CAR, from day -2 to day 2 is only 8.7% of the total CAR. Average return
residuals peak at day -14 and clearly drop after day 3. This indicates
extensive information leakages or speculation on earnings announcements
and an inefficient market.
The average residual variation across the sample is larger before
announcement (mean variance= 1.9) than after announcement (mean variance
= 1.1). This indicates a better concensus on the value of the stock after
announcement or elimination of earnings announcement speculation after the
earnings announcement.
Interim and Final Earnings Announcements
The total CAR for interim and final earnings announcement are 14 and
28 respectively. This implies more price adjustment to the final than the
interim announcement. A possible explanation is that investors rely less
on the unaudited interim results.
26
The interim announcement reaction spans a narrower period of time than
final. announcement reaction. Assessed by days with average residuals
significant at the 0.01 level, the reaction period for interim
announcement is from day -21 to day 7, while that of final announcement is
from day -45 to day 17. The percentage CAR accounted for between day -2
to day 2 are 13.3% and 5.7% for the interim and the final announcement
respectively. This difference may cause by the shorter lead time between
the book-close and the interim announcement date. The CAR falls slightly
beginning about 25 days after the interim announcement while it does not
in case of the final announcement.
Positive and Negative Announcements
The total CAR for positive and negative announcements are 38 and 7,
respectively. The positive average return residual of negative
announcements occurs between day -21 and day -12 before the announcement.
The drop in CAR at the end of the period for the-overall sample. can be
explained by the downward adjustment of negative announcement stocks after
their earnings announcements.
27
Index and Non-Index Constituent Stocks
The total CAR for Hang Seng Index constituent stocks is 32 as compared
to 18 for non-constituent stocks. The larger price adjustment of the
constituent stocks may be due to more favourable earnings performance by
the constituent stocks during the sample period.
The variation in return residuals is less across constituent stocks.
The mean variance in average residual is 1.4 and 2.0 before announcement
and 0.8 and 1.2 after announcement for the constituent and non-constituent
stocks, respectively. This may due to higher and more uniform quality of
constituent stocks.
Furthermore, the CAR of constituent stocks retains after adjustment,
indicating a better value estimation for the constituent stocks. This may
due to more research performed by the market on the constituent stocks or
a deeper market for constituent stocks.
Stocks of Different Price Ranges
The total CAR and price level are inversely related. The total CAR
for the less than HKD2 stocks is 25, that for the between HKD2 and HKD5
stocks is 19, and that for the greater than HKD5 stocks is 16.
28
Furthermore, the variation in return residuals is higher for lower
price stocks. This suggests that the total risk is larger for lower
priced stocks which is consistent with research results.-for other markets
around the world.
Table 2: Total Cunumlative Average Residual and Percentage CAR from Day
-2 to Day 2.
% CAR fromTotal
CAR Day -2 to Day 2
20 8.7overall






9.225Stocks less than HKD2
7.419Stocks between HKD2 HKD5
8.9Stocks greater than HKD5 16
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Table 3: Variation in Return Residuals
Mean Residual Mean Residual




Final Announcements 2.1 1.0
Positive Announcements 2.0 1.2
Negative Announcements 1.9 1.0
Constituent Stocks 1.4 0.8
Non-Constituent Stocks 2.0 1.2
Stocks less than HKD2 2.4 1.3
1.1Stocks between HKD2 HKD5 1.7






The study provides evidence that earnings announcements possess
significant information content and stock prices adjust to reflect the
.information in Hong Kong Stock market. It further indicates Hong Kong is
an inefficient stock market in semi-strong form because a substantial
portion of the adjustment occurs after the announcement.
The primary findings show that the market reacts to earnings
announcements. The adjustment span over a long time period from day -41
before the earnings announcement till day 17 after the earnings
announcement. Most of the price adjustment occurs before earnings
announcement indicating extensive information leakage before announcement.
Price adjustments are more substantial for final earnings
announcements, positive announcements, Hang Seng Index constituent stocks
and low priced stocks. Variation in return residual-across stocks is
higher before earnings announcements, particularly for non-constituent
stocks and low priced stocks.
31
With respect to possibly profitable trading strategies around earnings
announcements, the following recommendations can be made based on the
study findings.
1. Chose final earnings announcements of Hang Seng Index constituent
stocks.
2. Buy 40 days before the earnings announcement and sell about 20
trading days after the announcement day.
Regarding further research, it is recommended to extend the study to
other time periods, especially periods of bearish market conditions. The
present study is restricted in bull market period and this limits its
generalisation to other market conditions. Furthermore, it is recommended
to apply trading rule simulations on the study findings to determine if
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List of Interim Announcements Studied
Announcement DateCompany NameAnnouncement DateCompany Name




15-jan-1987ESSENTIAL ENT12-nov-1986ALLIED PPT (HK)
02-sep-1986ESTATE FINANCE23-mar-1987AMOY CANNING
28-nov-1986E TUNG PPT09-mar-1987APPLIED ELEC
29-oct-1986FE HOTELS31-oct-1986ASEAN RESOURCES
09-jan-1987FIRST CITY30-sep-1986ASIA INSURANCE
09-sep-1987FIRST PAC HOLD30-jun-1987ASIA INSURANCE
10-sep-1986FIRST PAC INT'L30-oct-1986ASIA LANDS
09-sep-1987FIRST PAC INT'L17-jun-1986ASSO INT HOTELS
29-jul-1986FP SPECIAL15-jan-1987ATV HOLDINGS
29-sep-1986FRANKI INV31-jul-1986BANK OF E ASIA
26-mar-1986FU FAI ENT30-jul-1987BANK OF E ASIA
01-apr-1987FU FAI ENT05-dec-1986BEAUFORTE HOLD
03-dec-1986FURAMA HOTEL27-aug-1987BOND CORP INT'L




28-apr-1987GOLDEN HILL28-aug-198 6CATHAY PAC AIR






23-mar-1987HANG LUNG DEV20-aug-1987CHINA ENTERTAIN
22-aug-1986HANG SENG BANK18-apr-1986CHINA LIGHT
21-aug-1987HANG SENG BANK24-apr-1987CHINA LIGHT
12-dec-1986HARBOUR CENTRE15-apr-1986CHINA MOTOR BUS
27-nov-1986HARRIMAN HOLD25-apr-1987CHINA MOTOR BUS
18-mar-1987HENDERSON LAND,,,..20-aug-1987CHINESE ESTATES
28-jan-1986H I C BANK27-nov-1986CHINNEY INV
28-jan-1987H I C BANK26-jan-1987CHINTEX OIL
10-oct-1986HIP SHING HONG14-sep-1987CHOW SANG SANG
01-oct-1987HIP SHING HONG23-jan-1987CHUNG WAH SHIP
03-sep-1986HK CHINA GAS06-oct-1986CONIC INV
02-sep-1987HK CHINA GAS23-dec-1986CONTINENTAL MAR




22-aug-198601-sep-1987CROSS-HAR TUN HK ELECTRIC
35
APPENDIX 1B
List of Interim Announcements Studied
Announcement DateCompany NameAnnouncement DateCompany Name
30-jun-1986KAM SHING25-aug-1987HK ELECTRIC
30-jun-1987KAM SHING31-dec-1986HK F E CREDIT
24-oct-1986KA WAH BANK30-oct-1986HK MACAU DEV
15-sep-1987KECK SENG INV25-aug-1987HK MACAU DEV
23-jan-1987KENG FONG28-nov-1986HK OPTICAL
11-sep-1986K M BUS09-dec-1986HK REALTY A




05-sep-1986LAM SOON06-oct-1986HK WORSTED MILL
11-sep-1987LAM SOON22-sep-1987HK WORSTED MILL




28-aug-1986LI FUNG17-sep-1986HON KWOK LAND
03-sep-1987LI FUNG03-mar-1987HOPEWELL HOLD
29-oct-1986LIU CHONG HING12-nov-1986HSIN CHONG HOLD






19-jun-1987MANDARIN RES09-sep-1987IBI ASIA (HOLD)
24-dec-1986MAN NIN02-jun-1986IHD HOLDINGS
11-sep-1986MANOR HOUSE30-dec-1986IHD HOLDINGS
10-sep-1987MANOR HOUSE06-dec-1986I M C
25-sep-1987MANSION HOUSE27-mar-1986IMPALA PACIFIC
02-jun-1986MEGA PACIFIC10-mar-1987IMPALA PACIFIC
08-apr-1987MEGA PACIFICIND EQUITY 03-mar-1986
19-jun-1986MELBOURNE ENT03-feb-1987IND EQUITY
10-dec-1986MIRAMAR HOTEL12-dec-1986INT'L IND
22-sep-198623-mar-1987INT'L REST MULPHA (HK)
26-aug-198719-jan-1987JACK CHIA MULPHA (HK)
12-dec-1986NAN FUNG TEXT31-jan-1986JAN SIN MEE
03-oct-1986NANYANG MILL26-sep-1986JAR MATH HOLD
12-jan-1987NATIONAL ELEC25-sep-1987JAR MATH HOLD
27-jan-1987NEW ERA LAND18-dec-1986JOHNSON ELEC
27-feb-198712-sep-1986 NEW TOWNKADER IND
25-mar-1986NEW WORLD DEV30-sep-1987KADER IND
27-mar-1987NEW WORLD DEV19-feb-1987KAILEY ENT
19-mar-1987NEW WORLD HOTEL13-jan-1987KAI MING
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APPENDIX 1C
List of Interim Announcements Studied
Announcement DateCompany NameAnnouncement DateCompany Name
- - - - - - - - - -
27-feb-1987SHK PPTOCEAN-LAND DEV 23-dec-1986
07-nov-1986SHUI HING10-apr-1987ONG HOLD
15-dec-1986SHUI ON17-oct-1986ONTRADE INT'L
05-dec-1986SHUN HO LANDS10-nov-1986ORIENT OVERSEAS
20-oct-1986SHUN TAK ENT21-sep-1987PALIBURG INV
10-aug-1987SHUN TAK ENT06-oct-1986PANIN HOLDING
26-feb-198729-sep-1987PANIN HOLDING SIME DAR (HK)
12-nov-1986SINCERE05-aug-1986PARK HOTEL
05-dec-1986SING TAOPARK HOTEL 19-aug-1987
25-mar-1986SINO LAND18-dec-1986PAUL Y CONS
19-feb-1987SINO LAND23-oct-1986PLAYMATES HOLD
26-apr-198604-sep-1987 SINO REALTYPLAYMATES HOLD
16-mar-1987POKFULAM 20-may-1986 SINO REALTY
26-jan-1987SIU KING CHEUNGPOKFULAM 02-jun-1987
03-sep-1986PROMET 09-sep-1986 SOUTH SEA TEXT




17-feb-1987SUCCESS HOLDQPL HOLDINGS 15-may-1986
26-jan-1987SUN'S FINANCER.D.C.A. 2000 28-nov-1986
15-apr-1986SUN CO08-apr-1986RAYMOND IND
13-apr-1987..SUN CORAYMOND IND 24-sep-1987
23-jan-1987REGAL HOTELS SUNGALA03-sep-1986
14-aug-1986SUN HUNG KAI CO07-sep-1987REGAL HOTELS
21-aug-1987SUN HUNG KAI CORICHFIELD INT'L 18-dec-1986
21-feb-1986SUN ON29-sep-1986ROAD HOLDINGS
12-mar-198720-jan-1987 SUN ONROSE KNITTING
03-mar-198720-may-1986 SUNSTATERUBY HOLD
26-nov-198612-may-1987 TAI CHEUNG PPTRUBY HOLD
17-Sep-1986TAI SANG LANDSAFETY GODOWN 18-dec-1986
SAMAHA 25-sep-1987TAI SANG LAND15-apr-1986
10-sep-1986SCILLA HOLDINGS 23-jan-1987 TAI SHING DEV
30-jun-1987S C M P 26-mar-1986 TAI SHING DEV
SEAPOWER CONS 23-oct-198603-dec-1986 TAK WING INV
30-sep-1987SE ASIA PPT 29-dec-1986 TAK WING INV
02-oct-198617-dec-1986SHAW BROTHERS TEK LEE FINANCE
16-jul-1986 26-aug-1987SHELL ELECTRIC TEK LEE FINANCE
13-jul-1987 17-jun-1986SHELL ELECTRIC TIAN TECK LAND
26-mar-1986 26-jan-1987SHK PPT TRAFALGAR
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APPENDIX 1D
List of Interim Announcements Studied
Announcement DateCompany NameCompany Name Announcement Date
30-sep-1987WING HUNG KEEUNION BANK 04-aug-1986
15-aug-1986WING LUNG BANKUNION GLOBE 27-sep-1986
20-aug-1987WING LUNG BANKUNION GLOBE 28-sep-1987
10-oct-198629-nov-1986UNION V-TEX WING ON (HOLD)
30-jun-1987UNISON KNITTING 12-mar-1986 WING ON (HOLD)
03-oct-1986WING ON CO18-mar-1987UNISON KNITTING
02-oct-1987WING ON COUNISOUTH 10-dec-1986
30-may-1986WING TAI DEVUNITEX 24-mar-1987
18-may-1987WING TAI DEVVIDEOTECH 17-nov-1986
16-aug-1986WINLAND INV23-jan-1987WAH HA REALTY
23-dec-1986WINSOR IND26-mar-1986WAH KWONG PPT
30-oct-1986WONG'S INDWAH KWONG PPT 27-mar-1987
18-sep-198720-jun-1986 WONG'S INDWAH MAY INV
16-dec-1986WORLD INT'LWAH MAY INV 30-apr-1987
18-dec-198625-sep-1987 YANGTZEKIANGWAH SHING
26-aug-1986YAUMATI FERRYWAI WAH ENT 18-nov-1986
25-aug-198729-apr-1987 YAUMATI FERRYWAI WAH SHIP
26-aug-1986YEO HIAP SENGWAI YICK INV 19-nov-1986
12-aug-1987YEO HIAP SENGWAN PAO NAVI 19-jan-1987
06-may-1987YOSHIYA INT'LWHARF HOLDINGS 16-dec-1986
28-jan-1987YU HING HOLDWILLIAM HUNT 22-jan-1987
22-sep-1986WINFAIR INV ZUNG FU2 6-jan-1987
23-sep-1987,.ZUNG FUWING HUNG KEE 07-jan-1987
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APPENDIX 2A
List of Final Announcements Studied
Announcement DateCompany NameAnnouncement DateCompany Name
07-oct-1987FRANKI INVAGIFEL PPT 12-mar-1987
08-oct-1986FU FAI ENT20-jul-1987ALLIED INV
05-sep-1987FU FAI ENT03-sep-1987ALLIED OVERSEAS
26-jun-1987FURAMA HOTEL03-sep-1987ALLIED PPT (HK)






16-jan-1987GREAT EAGLE16-jul-1987ASSO INT HOTELS
06-mar-198705-jun-1987 HAECOATV HOLDINGS
06-mar-1987HANG SENG BANK22-jan-1987BANK OF E ASIA
21-jul-1987HARBOUR CENTRE19-jul-1986BEAUFORTE HOLD
08-jul-1987HARRIMAN HOLDBEAUFORTE HOLD 15-sep-1987
29-sep-1986H I C BANKBUILDMORE INT'L 23-jun-1987
02-sep-1987H I C BANK03-jul-1987BURWILL INT'L
22-may-1987HIP SHING HONGCATHAY CITY 31-dec-1986
25-feb-1987HK CHINA GASCATHAY PAC AIR 18-mar-1987
19-mar-1987HK- S HOTELSCENTURY CITY 18-may-1987
23-apr-1987HK CARPETCHEVALIER 03-sep-1987
02-mar-1987CHINA ENTERTAIN HK ELECTRIC10-feb-1987
01-dec-1986HK I E CREDITCHINA LIGHT 05-nov-1986
25-apr-1987HK MACAU DEV15-nov-1986CHINA MOTOR BUS
29-jul-1987CHINESE ESTATES 27-jan-1986 HK OPTICAL
29-jul-198722-jul-1987 HK RESORTCHINNEY INV
23-jun-1987CHINTEX OIL 30-sep-1987 HK TELEPHONE
25-mar-198728-apr-1987 HK TVBCHOW SANG SANG
22-may-1987HK WORSTED MILLCHUANG'S CONS 15-aug-1987
13-oct-1986HONG LEONGCHUNG WAH SHIP 02-sep-1987
26-feb-1987HON KWOK LANDCONIC INV 28-may-1986.
10-sep-1987HOPEWELL HOLDCONIC INV 19-jun-1987
09-jul-1986COSMOPOL 2000 HSIN CHONG HOLD07-jul-1987
03-sep-1987CREATIVE INV 21-aug-1987 HSIN CHONG HOLD
CROCODILE 28-aug-198708-jul-1987 HUEY TAI INV
CROSS-HAR TUN 02-mar-198719-feb-1987 HUTCHISON
CRUSADER 16-jun-1987 16-mar-1987HYSAN DEV
07-jul-1987DICKSON CONCEPT 17-may-1987IBI ASIA (HOLD)
25-sep-1987EAST ASIATIC HK 31-oct-1986IHD HOLDINGS
07-sep-1987 14-aug-1987ELEC ELTEK I M C
04-aug-1987ESSENTIAL ENT 09-sep-1986IMPALA PACIFIC
25-may-1987ESTATE FINANCE 15-sep-1986IND EQUITY
23-jun-1987E TUNG PPT 16-sep-1987IND EQUITY
21-may-1987FE HOTELS 14-jul-1987INT'L IND
06-oct-1986FIRST CITY INT'L REST 28-sep-1987
FIRST PAC INT'L 12-mar-1987
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APPENDIX 2B
List of Final Announcements Studied
Announcement DateCompany NameAnnouncement DateCompany Name
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
28-mar-1987PLAYMATES HOLDJACK CHIA 11-jul-1987
19-nov-1986POKFULAM31-oct-1986JAN SIN MEE
06-jun-1986PROMETJAR MATH HOLD 27-mar-1987
08-may-1987PUBLIC FINANCEJOHNSON ELEC 26-jun-1987
25-may-1987PUBLIC INTEL08-aug-1987K.WAH STONES
05-nov-1986QPL HOLDINGSKADER IND 01-may-1987
10-jul-1987R.D.C.A. 2000KAILEY ENT 21-aug-1987
25-nov-1986RAYMOND IND01-sep-1987KAI MING
01-may-1987REGAL HOTELSKAM SHING 27-mar-1987
18-aug-1987RICHFIELD INT'L20-may-1987KA WAH BANK
27-apr-198611-aug-1986 ROAD HOLDINGSKECK SENG INV
04-sep-1987KECK SENG INV 25-may-1987 ROSE KNITTING
12-nov-198627-nov-1986KENG FONG RUBY HOLD
26-aug-198709-apr-1987 SAFETY GODOWNK M BUS
24-j an-1987KWONG SANG-NEW 27-feb-1987 SAMAHA
18-jun-198723-mar-1987 SCILLA HOLDINGSLAM SOON
24-sep-1986LANE CRAWFORD A 21-jul-1987 S C M P
14-aug-198715-aug-1987 S C M PLAP HENG
08-sep-1987SEAPOWER CONSLAWE WILLIAM 19-may-1986
01-sep-1987SE-ASIA PPTLEE HING 26-mar-1987
16-sep-1987SHAW BROTHERSLI FUNG 15-may-1987
11-mar-198.727-aug-1987 SHELL ELECTRICLOCAL PPT A
26-sep-1986LUCKY MAN SHK. PPT11-may-1987
21-may-1987SHUI HINGLUKS INDUSTRIAL 22-may-1987
13-aug-1987MACAO ELECTRIC 06-may-1987 SHUI ON
30-mar-1987MAGNIFICENT 27-nov-1986 SHUN TAK ENT
MANDARIN RES 23-apr-1987 28-aug-1987SIME DAR (HK)
09-apr-1987 27-jul-1987MANOR HOUSE SINCERE
05-dec-1986 SING TAO 15-may-1987MEGA PACIFIC
20.-oct-1986SINO LANDMELBOURNE ENT 19-mar-1987
14-nov-1986MIRAMAR HOTEL 24-jul-1987. SINO REALTY
30-sep-1987SIU KING CHEUNG27-apr-1987MULPHA (HK)
NAN FUNG TEXT 15-.apr-'198714-aug-1987 SOUTH SEA.TEXT
NANYANG MILL 02-may-198706-may-1987 STANDARD-LLOYDS
NATIONAL ELEC 07-aug-1987 15-sep-1987STELUX
08-aug-1987 04-sep-1987NEW ERA LAND SUN'S FINANCE
24-sep-1987NEW TOWN SUN CO 20-oct-1986
30-oct-1986NEW WORLD DEV 30-sep-1987SUNGALA
NOVEL 16-jul-1987 SUN HUNG KAI CO 18-mar-1987
31-jul-1987OCEAN-LAND DEV 03-sep-1986SUN ON
25-may-1987ONTRADE INT'L TAI CHEUNG PPT 08-jun-1987
ORIENT OVERSEAS 10-jul-1987 TAI SANG LAND 05-may-1987
07-may-1987PALIBURG INV 04-mar-1987TAI SHING DEV
PANIN HOLDING 19-may-1987 TAK WING INV 21-may-1987
18-feb-1987PARK HOTEL TEK LEE FINANCE 26-may-1987
PAUL Y CONS 14-jul-1987 TRAFALGAR 04-aug-1987
07-aug-1987PIONEER IND TYLFULL 04-may-1987
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APPENDIX 2C
List of Final Announcements Studied
Announcement DateCompany NameAnnouncement DateCompany Name
27-feb-1987WING LUNG BANK25-may-1987UNION BANK
27-jun-198608-mar-1987 WING ON (HOLD)UNION GLOBE
23-may-198721-oct-1986 WING ON (HOLD)UNISON KNITTING
15-may-1987WING ON CO09-sep-1987UNISOUTH
17-sep-1986WING TAI DEV18-jul-1986UNIWORLD SHIP
25-may-1987WINLAND INV26-may-1987VIDEOTECH
31-jul-1987WINSOR IND10-sep-1986WAH HA REALTY
10-apr-1987WONG'S IND07-nov-1986WAH KWONG PPT
24-jul-1987WORLD INT'L28-jul-1987WAH KWONG SHIP
16-may-1987WORMALD PACIFIC05-dec-1986WAH MAY INV
18-aug-1987YANGTZEKIANG25-jul-1987WAI WAH ENT
10-mar-1987YAUMATI FERRY21-jul-1987WAI YICK INV
20-mar-1987YEO HIAP SENG25-jul-1986WHARF HOLDINGS
21-may-1986YUEN SANG23-jul-1987WHARF HOLDINGS
21-may-1987YUEN SANG04-aug-1987WILLIAM HUNT
29-sep-1987YU HING HOLD10-sep-1987WINFAIR INV
25-mar-1987ZUNG FU22-aug-1986WING HUNG KEE
22-aug-1987WING HUNG KEE
41APPENDIX 3Results for all stocks
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples T-ValueDay No Residual Variance Samples T-Value
-7 4.14361-60 0.392 3.0260.442051.6370.051
-6 319 4.031-59 0.337 2.0720.272011.470.035
-5-0.021 253 3.657-58 1.9650.3351781.5150.01
-4-1.656 245 3.541-57 -0.106 0.317 1.8062241.131
-3-1.491 227 2.986-56 -0.083 0.337 2.6762941.19
-2 2.624221-55 2.6780.301246 0.0981.3550.019
-1 3.167281-54 0.308 2.442202 0.7622.1970.092
372 4.283-53 2.2470 0.3451.6032062.5820.192
327 4.994-52 2.0840.41111.1541992.8390.15
253 4.627-51 1.7052 0.3931.4381802.390.178
-1.072 234 3.791-50 -0.065 1.6263 0.3292461.251
237 3.244-49 4 0.328 2.244302 0.1321.6080.022
207 3.313-48 0.34 2.02251.2022680.12 2.137
282 5.184-47 6 0.288 0.7991.5692111.7290.154
364 3.787-46 1.7927 0.2781.1722151.8160.12
-45 323 3.0511.3388 0.2091.942001.930.203
2.752255-44 1.4749 0.222187 1.7280.197 2.122
-43 242 3.2171.46910 0.263242 0.3211.480.037
2.755-42 2311.3510.22311325 1.4171.4340.106
-41 222 2.0821.29712 0.172280 2.3281.8180.2
2.938275-40 1.31713 0.216223 2.5090.249 1.989
2.917-39 3751.26614 0.182220 2.7231.8580.263
-38 320 2.4691.2040.16415222 2.5842.0570.261
-37 252 2.6361.25616 0.1981.9441891.9180.208
3.304241-36 1.2317 0.249256 1.7431.7650.157
-35 230 2.0791.08818 0.155330 2.1391.6860.165
1.042-34 2151.09419 0.086302 2.4350.201 1.813
1.571-33 2821.11720 0.111228 3.4381.8860.325
-32 355 1.5321.080.09721225 3.1871.6670.287
1.425-31 3081.13222 0.099219 2.4211.7040.226
-30 1.5162501.08923 0.112210 2.7550.286 2.062
-29 1.6362371.04924 0.1213.182611.9150.285
-28 1.1472140.097 1.16725338 3.3481.7470.253
-27 206 0.6151.2670.06264.2583010.345 1.839
-26 270 0.4811.14827 0.043229 4.1110.361 1.646
-25 333 0.8441.04728 0.0590.403 225 4.4921.694
-24 0.0883Q429 0.017 0.874220 2.8270.256 1.63
-23 0.1482310.87730 0.0212.3740.221 2011.547
-22 218 0.23731 0.027 0.8250.243 1.549 262 2.994
-1.001




-19 2670.923341.891 253 4.4240.395
-1.074-0.04-18 3480.81235230 4.7540.459 2.027
-0.07
-17 00 300362.178 227 4.5750.461
-0.911-0.037
-16 2480.718371.655 207 4.0410.374
-0.955-0.039
-15 2360.668278 4.028 380.367 2.151
-2.561-0.13-14 2190.67339362 5.4850.486 2.694
-2.14-0.118
-13 2090.7740326 4.1860.399 2.773
-2.303-0.106




-2.101-0.1-9 2520.71644220 2.9480.302 2.125
-2.5-0.123
-8 2330.681271 3.586 450.299 1.726
42APPENDIX 4Results of Interim Announcements
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples T-ValueDay No Residual l Variance e Samples 1-Value
-7-1.845 210, 2.971-60 -0.143 0.429 4.1141130.795
-6-2.398 178 2.807-59 -0.171 0.347 2.5191090.63
-5-1.118 149 2.403-58 -0.094 0.312 2.301990.885
-4-1.647 138 2.212-57 -0.119 0.821 0.288 2.126130
-3-1.956 117 2.227-56 -0.126 0.839 0.422 3.936170
-2-0.891 119 2.088-55 -0.057 0.383 3.7281400.823
-1-0.546 2.398163•54 -0.037 0.912 0.349 3.207112
-0.638 216 2.907-53 -0.049 0 0.348 2.8761181.064
-0.76 187 3.316-52 -0.065 0.414 2.72811061.081
146 3.183-51 2 0.377 1.907100 0.2081.1790.035
-1.008 2.787135-50 -0.067 1.7263 0.3281510.911
2.759131-49 4 0.432 3.015179 0.1841.2380.027
2.564115-48 0.394 2.5345154 0.2861.2390.038
167 3.888-47 6 0.277 0.7730.751181.2150.088
-0.515 216 3.024-46 -0.035 7 0.317 2.1811221.02
-0.861 1.969-0.07-45 1881.4918 0.1881040.946
-1.018 1.862145-44 -0.081 1.5399 0.2051080.895
-0.576-43 -0.036 138 2.4821.61310 0.2811470.993
-0.245 133 2.198-42 -0.006 1.4210.24111941.079
1.609-41 1281.46912 0.185167 0.5361.1570.057
1.96160-40 1.4560.2130.461251.3430.06
1.975220-39 1.32514 0.166119 0.5291.1750.065
-0.014 1.609-38 1811.25215 0.1461211.1810.011
1.758-37 1441.34216 0.182106 0.0171.3350.014
-0.02 1.829-36 1361.1390.18171561.3920.01
-35 122 0.9250.98418 0.0950.2682011.2770.033
-34 0.1891211.0770.0319172 0.1251.4410.023
0.37-33 1651.17120 0.0431.1861.81 1290.153
-32 206 0.5171.0730.04921124 0.0931.380.022




-27 117 0.3981.25226 0.0531.7281721.5170.175
-26 0.43159.27 0.048 1.1162.1421251.580.254
-25 189 0.5440.96328 0.0511.7411290.206 1.594
-0.451-0.019-24 0.829 3.71290.102 124 0.8491.378
-0.047




-21 1200.883321.626 197 2.210.213
-0.209
-0.008
-20 1110.988331.75 173 2.2830.242
-0.77-0.044




-17 0173036121 2.6870.406 2.585
-1.117-0.064-16 1440.67372.2851.838 1100.309
-1.585-0.097-15 1410.6638158 3.0520.412 2.691
-1.814-0.129-14 1210.72539207 4.3360.572 3.432
-1.659-0.12-13 1150.72740184 2.5143.450.357
-1.953-0.112-12 1560.623413.939 154 2.9850.491




-0.158-9 1420.685124 442.662 2.230.34
-2.546-0.178-8 1340.74159 452.620.31 2.043
43APPENDIX 5Results for Final Announcements
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples T-ValueDay No Residual Variance Samples T-Value
-7 3.267151-60 1.5090.341.658922.5710.291
-6 3.021-59 1411.5080.3251.662920.279 2.358
-5 2.971104-58 1.4810.36879 0.7542.2740.141
-4-0.768
-57 -0.087 107 2.9861.3910.354941.559
-3-0.313
-56 -0.024 110 2.1291.3190.2461241.665
-2 1.628-55 1021.4360.206106 0.7710.119 2.039
-1
-54 118 2.1951.3790.251.17903.750.252
-53 156 3.4941.3750 0.34188 2.2250.515 4.442
-52 140 4.2221.2230.40811.692930.396 4.729
-51 107 3.4611.4282 0.4141.565800.357 3.847
-0.533-50 -0.062 99 2.5721.493 0.329951.792
-49 1.7151061.2620.24123 0.0112.1470.013
-48 92 2.1231.3740.2735114 1.273.330.23
-47 115 3.4150.8366 0.3041.409932.370.238
-46 148 2.3051.227 0.2221.79932.7870.324
2.4651351.1248 0.23896 2.8240.499 2.832,-45
-44 110 2.0581.3879 0.24479 2.6430.576 3.552
-43 104 2.0391.27710 0.2390.897952.2150.15
-42 1.654981.2550.211131 2.1521.9140.273
-41 1.32941.06412 0.153113 2.5630.412 2.721
-40 2.2791151.12313 0.2382.707 98 2.8690.491
-39 155 2.1991.18114 0.2053.0241010.496 2.564
-38 1.9191391.14215 0.1873.2051010.562 2.942
-37 108 2.0151.1410.221683 2.520.457 2.553
-36 105 2.87317 0.337 1.334100 2.4750.386 2.263
-35 1.9941081.19718 0.223129 2.7010.37 2.254
-34 1.351941.10519 0.159130 3.2380.436 2.21
-33 2.0711720 0.207 1.02599 3.8690.55 1.895
-32 1.7531490.162 1.08121101 4.4471.8240.613
-31 1.7031351.19422 0.17395 3.6310.54 1.984
-30 1.6021051.04123 0.17288 2.7210.458 2.338
-29 1.3941040.148 0.97724107 3.0950.46 2.217
-28 1.438991.0370.1625140 3.0480.379 2.014
-27 89 0.4761.2860.07264.31290.573 2.178
-26 0.23711127 0.037 1.195104 3.7310.491 1.694
-25 0.651441.1570.072896 4.8830.666 1.706
-24 0.61229 0.063 0.92996 3.1440.455 1.885 133
-23 98 0.28430 0.039 0.85889 2.2990.316 1.536
-22 87 0.8320.092 0.79431107 2.4440.325 1.741
-0.484-0.032
-21 960.783320.46 1.663 143 4.136
-0.116
-20 940.77633 0.0010.548 1.712 138 4.794
-19 106 0.1151.03634 0.0231.617 110 4.2740.533
-0.671-0.041-18 1380.8471.594 105 4.451 350.563
-0.064-17 012701.706 106 4.014 360.524
-0.129
-16 1040.78137 0.0011.438 97 3.5670.449
-15 0.41795120 2.698 38 0.047 0.6661.4330.308
-1.817-0.132-14 980.607155 3..433 391.6850.371
-1.355-0.115-13 940.82240142 3.8040.453 1.892
-1.289-0.099-12 1120.82241108 3.3990.472 1.963
-1.543-0.1-11 1530.797107 3.755 420.449 1.433
-1.767-0.116-10 1420.7496 3.375 430.405 1.289
-0.452-0.025-9 0.747 11096 441.428 1.9710.254
-0.794-0.05-8 0.591 9945112 2.5260.283 1.275
44APPENDIX 6Results of Positive Announcements
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples T-ValueDay No Residual Variance Samples T-Value
-7-0.114 248 5.797-60 0.692 3.4011381.1850.001
-6 216 5.825-59 0.589 2.107128 0.2941.2050.041
-5-0.212 179 5.053-58 -0.01 0.548 2.0041071.14
-4-0.995 174 4.7661.738-57 -0.071 0.491471.005
-3-0.883 146 4.4253.08-56 -0.057 0.6571901.157
-2-0.541 144 4.349-55 -0.036 0.674 3.3151571.221
-1 5.509201-54 0.667 2.824133 0.6790.106 2.519
7.268271-53 0 0.712 2.5021.7061362.6590.251
230 6.957-52 0.708 2.2911127 1.0540.18 3.203
175 6.327-51 1.762 0.6481.231080.209 2.743
5.187161-50 1.6053 0.5310.351631.1870.042
156 4.875-49 4 0.627 2.463200 0.6331.5480.068
139 5.577-48 0.718 2.2125177 0.9870.124 2.256
200 8.755-47 0.59 0.8686142 1.0211.6920.124
257 6.086-46 1.8987 0.5361.3551472.1030.175
5.774224-45 1.3420.468124 2.8130.397 2.307
180 4.509-44 9 0.427 1.519113 2.4082.5350.374
4.543171-43 1.45510 0.432157 1.3991.5740.152
153 4.749-42 1.22811 0.439219 2.9021.5650.258
149 5.093-41 1.3050.4912192 2.8982.1620.32
5.7-40 1971.33113 0.482149 2.9212.3550.381
5.84265-39 1.19214 0.404149 3.0960.386 2.154
227 4.759-38 1.1160.34615140 3.5390.471 2.341
-37 179 4.34716 0.357 1.123118 3.3022.1820.463
-36 172 4.6371.09817 0.384170 3.4362.030.389
-35 153 4.4950.9118 0.36232 3.6331.8920.341
-34 143 3.7411.14519 0.348206 3.7961.9820.385
-33 202 4.3831.17320 0.347161 4.1690.484 2.048
4.34-32 2521.0820.297213.871541.8430.437
-31 3.4022211.21722 0.265140 3.5551.8130.418
3.41-30 1801.18423 0.289128 4.1610.547 2.103
-29 167 3.4761.1390.324177 5.0461.9350.541
-28 146 3.4091.2640.33255.1942341.8150.47
-27 138 2.7841.49726 0.303207 5.7830.566 1.89
-26 2.6311951.31727 0.229163 4.9081.8170.532
-25 236 3.2531.17228 0.242160 5.3870.603 1.91
-24 2.77421A-29 0.196 0.948140 4.2150.465 1.603
-23 166 2.3170.188 0.95230128 4.2910.476 1.485
-22 2.2711610.88631 0.1814.941.437 1790.456
-21 1.92614232 0.167 0.9121.699 243 6.1790.53
-20 2.6681350.98533 0.2411.537 218 5.7870.499
-19 200 1.7491.0134 0.1371.735 174 5.4140.554
-18 1.8832500.124 0.881351.748 163 4.9380.525
-17 021100.08361.842 144 5.5720.644
-16 1.2021800.09 0.746371.67 136 5.8360.661
-15 1.2841710.71538 0.095192 6.0362.4270.692
-14 0.23414239 0.029 0.751256 7.0342.7480.742
-13 0.1471440.8740 0.0245.8492310.714 3.317
-0.059
-12 19541 0.008 0.792187 4.9250.66 3.215









Results of Negative Announcements
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples T-ValueDay No Residual Variance Samples T-Value
-7 2.2271-0.997 0.204 2.067-60 -0.089 1501.522
-6 233 2.309-1.475 0.238 2.224-0.13-59 1481.353
-5 1.516182-1.272 0.176 2.118-58 -0.118 1371.41
-4 1.099-2.939 1781.7970.123-57 -0.207 0.971 176
-3 0.92169-2.813 1.6530.103-56 -0.173 0.998 232
-2 1.052170-0.794 1.7410.119-55 -0.052 1941.268
-1 216 0.3321.6330.041-54 157 0.0690.02 2.193
289 0.4131.5680 0.042-53 0.3851512.6930.064
243 2.0350.177 1.5861-52 152 0.3350.059 2.993
1.8651821.7142 0.193-51 0.1821410.036 2.452
1.155-2.403 1651.5823 0.125-50 -0.171 1961.134
0.5-1.491 1711.464 0.058-49 -0.102 2301.348
-0.145 158 0.9431.1060.0915-48 -0.002 2011.932
-0.2022170 0.7076-47 0.091561.3820.021
0.312-0.735 2741.3157 0.034-46 -0.063 1551.617
240 0.7171.322-45 8 0.065148 0.0461.7720.017
0.841-0.11 1851.423-44 9 0.0861511.8310
1.016-1.812 1731.472-0.13-43 10 0.1061911.163
-0.529 170 0.8871.4110.093-42 -0.027 112531.339
-0.0981671.19-41 12 0.0040.5572111.7430.063
-0.1432131.142-40 13 0.0011.1531652.0120.14
-0.1152841.182-39 14 0.005157 0.8031.7530.097
-0.1572411.1480.001-38 150.6051652.1280.081
184 0.4291.254-37 16 0.0480.9191512.1520.122
-0.148 166 0.7481.173-36 -0.002 17 0.0752031.744
-0.047


















-0.008 1581.048-27 26226 2.3431.9540.23
-0.675








-0.056 1500.808-22 31203 1.6191.6160.157
-2.454
-0.165 1570.812-21 32259 2.4711.750.215
-1.768
-0.113 1610.803-20 33'237 2.9521.8030.27
-1.519
-0.086 1990.831-19 34186 2.6171.9490.281
-2.717
-0.136 2530.745-18 352.6391650.316 2.178
-0.148 02180-17 36167 2.5550.314 2.325
-1.592
-0.09 1750.721-16 37160 2.4881.6550.266
-2.058
-0.122 164-15 0.6938214 2.4010.256 2.207
-3.221
-0.199 161-14 0.68639271 3.3792.8870.361
-2.042
-0.124 160-13 0.70940242 2.6110.307 3.072
-2.369
-0.12 2000.615-12 412.8721910.402 3.504
-3.129
-0.143 2700.663-11 42170 2.0822.4960.265
-4.174
-0.202 2390.626-10 43164 2.1712.5860.285
-2.737
-0.15 1800.629-9 44172 1.760.208 2.123
-3.384
-0.201 1610.637-8 451.5052111.6590.146
46APPENDIX 8Results for Hang Seng Index Constituent Stocks
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage










-56 28 3.260.697 1.1940.497410.095 1.117
-2•0.459-55 -0.069 27 3.0531.1470.653361.081
-1•0.103-54 -0.009 38 2.7661.1310.496301.16
-53 57 2.9411.1610 0.43528 0.3250.9830.074
-52 3.103510.449 0.993124 0.7070.159 0.988
-51 44 3.0851.0652 0.4980.68210.185 1.298
-50 39 2.3841.2883 0.45134 0.6710.156 1.514
-49 32 2.4511.2494 0.50448 0.6330.12 1.377
-48 28 2.8021.1455 0.58949 0.3361.6490.074
-47 41 3.5176 0.508 0.79637 0.8431.7970.2
-46 3.22541.0557 0.46632 0.4611.5090.114
-45 51 2.6541.0148 0.3927 0.7080.172 1.33
-44 44 2.3879 0.366 0.94624 1.0220.281 1.599
-43 40 2.7341.20910 0.49339 0.1420.036 1.086
-42 34 2.4541.0960.4591155 1.2990.219 1.371
-41 26 2.0761.07112 0.44246 0.7570.148 1.448
-40 42 3.2011.06813 0.52942 1.1411.550.234
-39 59 2.83114 0.366 0.90636 1.4270.311 1.537
-38 52 2.4220.319 0.821151.053280.269 1.604
-37 43 1.3310.19 0.7541625 1.1381.3360.28
-36 39 2.29917 0.334 0.7451.452360.295 1.328
-35 32 2.20118 0.356 0.75855 0.9340.169 1.532
-34 2.172819 0.386 0.80249 1.5331.7270.303
-33 41 2.2990.87120 0.35143 1.8380.378 1.665
-32 60 1.7080.213 0.81621330.444 1.752 1.846
-31 0.831510.77222 0.11529 0.940.292 2.487
-30 1.442450.8723 0.21524 0.8550.279 2.248
-29 1.807410.26 0.7522438 2.5780.629 2.119
-28 0.94320.80.1632554 3.1750.604 1.84
-27 0.292426 0.06 0.6222.355510.456 1.781
-26 0.188410.59727 0.03542 2.5560.572 1.966
-25 1.2175528 0.158 0.7790.697 36 2.9271.916
-0.021-24 4729 0.009 0.7250.502 1.776 29 1.944 -
-23 0.225450.72930 0.0410.531 1.236 26 2.334
-0.5-0.062-22 370.7870.464 41 311.101 2.723
-0.733-0.126-21 270.9260.531 1.485 56 3.157 32
-20 27 1.3040.23 0.7240.475 1.552 54 2.707 33
-19 42 0.7530.5961.546 44 3.193 34 0.1030.618
-0.69-0.066-18 540.67737 3.691 350.7 1.25
-0.05-17 05001.34 29 2.714 360.606
-16 0.198431.203 26 2.687 37 0.036 0.6180.601
-15 0.13380.03 0.74838 3.295 380.542 0.958
-0.581-0.08-14 2962 3.594 0.6961.421 390.561
-13 29 0.8370.69740 0.1440.54 1.712 54 2.938
-12 40 0.4280.068 0.6610.495 46 2.507 411.669
-11 61 0.5742 0.078 0.8070.435 39 2.1981.404
-10 51 0.010.338 43 0.013 0.831291.215 1.563
-9 45 0.4230.48 44 0.072 0.8931.13 26 2.201
-0.255-0.024-8 370.496 1.225 39 2.695 45 0.706
47APPENDIX 9Results of Non-Hang Seng Index Constituent Stocks
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples T-ValueDay No Residual Variance Samples T-Value
-7-0.074 3.464301-60 0.379 3.3671741.6670.005
-6-0.098 268 3.453-59 0.329 2.2491781.4970.003
-5-0.23 208 3.184-58 -0.011 0.337 2.1581591.541
-4-2.107 206 2.918-57 -0.149 1.9360.2961931.118
-3-1.798 2.28199-56 -0.112 0.286 2.8642531.196
-2 1.972194-55 0.252 2.871210 0.2731.40.034
-1 2.551243-54 2.640.278172 0.8240.109 2.376
315 3.594-53 0 0.329 2.4411.5691782.8310.21
276 4.303-52 0.404 2.28511.0281750.149 3.093
209 3.815-51 0.37 1.83721.3041590.177 2.534
-1.485 195 3.131-0.1-50 1.693 0.3042121.2
-0.111 205 2.667-49 2.3944 0.3012541.650.003
179 2.634-48 2.1485 0.301219 1.1592.2460.13
4.142241-47 0.7996 0.251174 1.3331.7140.145
310 2.964-46 1.9137 0.2451.0761831.870.121
272 2.271-45 1.3928 0.1751.8061730.208 2.024
2.07211-44 1.5799 0.1921.4771632.1970.184
202 2.373-43 1.50810 0.2180.292031.5560.037
197 2.028-42 1.3830.18211270 0.9741.4440.083
1.505196-41 1.31712 0.1362.22341.890.21
1.937233-40 1.34113 0.159181 2.2372.090.253
316 2.086-39 14 0.147 1.325184 2.3571.920.253
1.76268-38 1.2730.13415194 2.3670.26 2.122
209 2.327-37 1.3590.2161.6711640.197 2.006
-36 202 2.7141.32217 0.2321.3392201.8330.134
1.46-35 1981.13418 0.1231.9242751.7160.164
-34 187 0.3811.12219 0.0421.9872530.181 1.827
-33 0.8422410.07 1.148202.9361851.9360.313
0.983-32 2951.130.073212.671920.26 1.648
-31 257 1.2141.20322 0.095190 2.2281.5840.216
1.043-30 2051.1340.0923186 2.6150.287 2.038
1.063-29 1961.10724 0.092223 2.3441.8560.226
-28 182 0.8891.230.085252.252840.186 1.702
-27 182 0.5611.3520.0626250 3.6070.323 1.848
-26 229 0.446.27 0.045 1.247187 3.2960.314 1.562
-25 278 0.4421.0970.0428189 3.5910.347 1.632
-24 257 0.10329 0.018 0.902191 2.2530.219 1.597
-23 186 0.06130 0.016 0.913175 1.7090.175 1.577
-22 0.4811810.8310.045312.2090.202 1.621 221
-0.78-0.04






-18 2940.836352.162 193 3.7810.413




-0.052-15 0.651 19838240 3.3110.339 2.334
-2.521-0.138-14 1900.66939300 4.610.47 2.955
-2.631-0.16-13 1800.76840272 3.42101.371 2.979
-2.667-0.137-12 2280.708413.710.481 3.435 216
-2.906-0.13-11 2980.70742206 3.5790.397 2.368
-3.965-0.179-10 2770.64343193 3.2840.376 2.36
-2.626
-0.138-9 2070.6744194 2.4670.279 2.254
-2.624-0.142
-8 1960.674232 2.87 451.8020.266
48APPENDIX 10
Results of Stocks Less Than HKD2
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples T-ValueDay No Residual Variance Samples T-Value
-7 2.6281250.577 5.729
-60 87 0.0341.4110.016
-6 2.8271110.478 2.993-59 83 0.2451.2440.042
-5 89 2.3830.439 2.819-58 68 0.3741.3130.064
-4 1.80195-0.322 0.279 2.067-57 -0.025 871.139
-3 1.8292-1.202 0.414 4.435-56 -0.101 1100.964
-2 89 2.2374.3560.51-55 84 0.9141.3310.128
-1 2.331083.860.454-54 69 1.2873.370.298
136 2.4610 0.409 3.512-53 1.322880.262 3.113
110 2.9720.546 3.5161-52 79 0.8990.216 3.995
2.653912.0362 0.411-51 1.228720.292 3.693
1.7697-1.076 3 0.236 1.556-50 -0.086 0.746 91
1.941954 0.373 3.245-49 108 0.0111.1960.013
78 2.3490.469 2.9115-48 1.863852.7810.351
103 4.8886 0.463 0.869-47 1.635741.5940.254
136 2.813
-46 7 0.402 2.5940.739912.0690.124
107 2.4941.733-45 8 0.3311.543782.2250.274
90 2.1711.891-44 9 0.32870 2.1080.44 2.839
1.75931.741-43 10 0.25389 0.4591.2490.067
1.283951.4960.174-42 110.721171.1630.084
87 2.5391.6120.36-41 121.913942.4630.323
2.3411011.612-40 13 0.3091.848710.368 2.592
2.4531351.558-39 14 0.2761.657882.3290.283
1.9641101.5030.243-38 1592 2.0580.339 2.298
88 2.0681.5710.29-37 1670 0.9021.5370.147
1.613911.366-36 17 0.2111.39951.8190.205
0.947910.98-35 18 0.1111.8161221.780.232
1.073831.221-34 19 0.143101. 1.9121.9820.281
1.5311081.231-33 20 0.17673 2.1652.180.389
1.3781291.182-32 0.144211.537901.540.214
1.4611041.424-31 22 0.1841.725920.267 1.985




1.481821.616-27 26 0.221102 2.1841.860.308
1.003991.305-26 27 0.12873 2.2111.8090.362
0.469122-25 1.10328 0.05793 2.1811.7090.309
0.847





-0.019 870.891-21 32117 1.6881.4820.203
82 0.134-20 33 0.027 0.94697 2.5931.9560.382
-0.22
-0.008 930.789-19 3489 2.4272.5380.424
-0.644
-0.041•2.704 1270.84-18 3590 2.7970.5




-0.093 88-15 0.56138110 2.5483.030.437
-3.11
-0.231 89-14 0.53639132 3.4470.626 4.161
-1.05
-0.082 81-13 0.6440106 2.7840.609 4.824
-0.928
-0.063 95-12 0.6124193 2.9720.737 5.474
-2.052
-0.134 126-11 0.63342100 2.1612.9370.384
-1.835
-0.118 1110.551-10 4392 2.6640.513 3.225
-0.365
-0.02 830.617-9 4487 2.6992.6360.484
-2.094
-0.167 0.652 90-8 451.771011.6481 0.239
49APPENDIX 11Results of Stocks Between Him 2 And Him 5
No. ofAvgerageNo. ofAvgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples 7-ValueDay No Residual Variance Samples T-VaLue
-7 123 2.6710.326 1.686
-0.09-60 54 0.6861.168
-6 109 2.4491.7180.321-0.17-59 1.634620.753
-5 82 2.2311.7530.34
-58 -0.077 62 0.6621.103








2.415125-0.062 0 0.297 1.732-53 581.7970.001
114 2.7041.4160.3151
-52 62 0.3781.680.075
83 2.8551.5970.412-51 63 0.5771.5630.104
1.83168-0.827 1.8253 0.314-50 -0.095 851.404
1.73744 0.304 2.075-49 0.951071.7650.135
1.167741.7520.1935-48 1.25911.6820.183
96 0.5790.8096 0.065-47 1.445711.7670.241
1.2581207 0.147 1.375-46 0.465551.7560.096
0.7831151.1838 0.092-45 1.01621.4480.168
1.11784-0.012 1.2269 0.148-44 651.270.01
1.88974-0.052 1.53510 0.286-43 801.3280.005
1.786711.4540.26911-42 0.971061.4570.126
-0.139
-0.004 781.04412-41 98 1.7771.4570.23
0.35921.25913 0.053-40 77 2.0941.6290.319
126 0.7271.32314 0.087-39 1.606611.5330.269
110 0.7591.2330.09315-38 1.098700.202 2.072
1.641831.34216 0.222-37 1.037640.216 2.444






117 0.1831.20.03121-32 64 2.2091.6810.373
0.5611050.07 1.11622-31 1.227651.4190.195
0.938821.223 0.126-30 70 0.9812.190.187




92 0.1321.141-26 27 0.02780 2.9431.2880.388







-0.059 690.7632-21 117 3.4541.9170.456
-0.493
-0.048 0.982 6833.-20 112 3.4511.7630.447
-0.474
-0.04 941.10534-19 0.394 83 2.8361.491
-0.345
-0.019 1170.9535-18 70 2.6771.860.452





-15 38 0.08592 2.6211.6890.369
-0.03869
-14 39 0.008 0.879122 3.6942.1370.503
-1.523
-0.147 700.748-13 40119 2.9891.8530.387
-2.295








-0.118 0.808 6745-8 2.333932.1760.371
30APPENDIX 12Results of Stocks Greater Than HO 5
No. ofAvgerage No. of Avgerage
Day No Residual Variance Samples T-Value Day No Residual Variance Samples T-Value
-60 -70.218 2.296 64 1.435 2.1711.08 0.258 113
-59 -60.251 2.507 56 1.12 0.197 1.387 99 1.559
-58 -50.046 2.318 48 0.151 0.217 1.224 82 1.669
-57 -0.156 -1.197 -41.196 62 0.239 1.042 74 1.904
-56 -30.03 1.615 88 0.134 620.245 1.142 1.706
-55 -0.105 -0.812 -21.537 75 0.118 1.475 57 0.653
-54 -0.01 -0.127 -11.836 63 0.257 1.311 78 1.877
-53 0.274 2.513 60 1.267 0 0.321 1.268 111 2.879
-52 0.142 2.493 103 3.25858 0.62 1 0.374 1.262
-51 0.1 1.426 45 0.491 79 2.5112 0.353 1.435
-50 -0.0770 1.718 70 3 0.473 1.496 69 3.109
-49 -0.107 -0.7991.894 87 4 0.293 1.026 68 2.275
-48 -0.157 -1.181.865 92 1.0735 0.356 55 2.444
-47 -0.05 -0.3771.782 66 6 0.329 0.696 83 3.445
-46 0.134 1.53 69 0.812 108 2.4057 0.267 1.207
-45 0.147 2.037 60 0.728 8 0.212 101 1.9411.066
-44 0.102 2.091 52 0.445 9 0.18 81 1.3421.247
-43 0.036 1.927 73 0.148 75 2.01210 0.253 1.065
-42 0.111 1.721 102 0.759 11 65 1.8430.245 1.02
-41 0.035 1.487 88 0.174 57 0.81912 0.125 1.066
-40 0.067 1.735 75 0.357 82 2.46913 0.283 0.975
-39 0.233 1.552 71 1.482 14 0.174 0.835 114 1.887
-38 0.211 1.657 60 1.187 15 0:155 0.833 100 1.559
-37 0.278 1.78 55 1.463 16 0.075 0.801 81 0.63
-36 0.047 1.492 75 0.25 17 0.159 0.764 74 1.435
-35 0.122 1.667 100 0.847 18 0.167 0.907 65 1.3
-34 0.14 1.925 97 0.902 19 0.185 0.782 58 1.48
-33 0.231 1.934 80 1.398 20 0.184 0.843 1.65179
-32 0.302 1.805 71 1.805 21 0.111 0.822 109 1.132
-31 0.199 1.582 62 1.159 22 0.039 0.83 99 0.295
-30 0.122 1.531 57 0.665 23 .0.073 0.838 84 0.609
-29 0.319 1.659 75 2.048 24 0.139 0.79 76 1.238
-28 0.347 1.82 104 2.523 25 0.07 0.812 65 0.511.
-27 -0.087 -0.730.286 1.837 98 1.988 26 1.019 56
-26 -27 -0.043 -0.4970.332 1.864 76 2.031 0.944 79
-25 0.419 1.709 69 2.564 28 0.038 0.949 103 0.267
-24
-0.042 194 -0.6120.231 1.347 63 1.483 29 0.726
-23 -0.059 -0.7390.149 1.29 54 0.878 30 0.74 80
-22
-0.03 -0.4010.161 1.225 78 1.184 31 0.787 72
-21 -0.085 -0.8110.289 1.526 106 2.3 32 0.851 60
-20
-0.0520.298 1.547 102 2.312 33 0.006 0.691 55
-19 -0.001 -0.1261.5880.364 81 2.501 34 0.862 80
-18 -0.063 -0.961.320.415 70 2.915 35 1040.621
-17
-0.120.316 1.306 61 2.063 36 0 93 0
-16
-0.054 -0.7510.247 1.28 55 1.529 37 0.613 81
-15
-0.091 -1.1450.263 1.42 76 1.825 38 0.61 77
-14
-0.139 -1.5130.295 1.467 108 2.415 39 0.601 61
-13 -0.134 -1.1210.193 1.617 101 1.421 40 0.973 58
-12 -0.076 -0.8090.215 1.628 83 1.438 41 0.913 78
-11 -0.061 -0.8550.315 1.265 74 2.305 42 0.805 113
'0.787
-10 -0.16 -1.9580.138 0.978 64 1.009 43 103
-9 -0.106 -1.1640.083 1.4 58 0.452 44 0.847 84
-8 -0.077 -0.9930.289 1.273 77 2.144 45 0.599 76
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APPENDIX 13A
List of Companies Studied and Their Mean Prices,
Price Variances, Alphas, Betas Mean Residuals
MeanMean Price
Beta ResidualPrice Variance AlphaCompany Name
-0.015 0.0060.2610.652 0.131AGIFEL PPT
0.0581.50.165 6.0019.828ALLIED INV
-0.621 0.274ALLIED OVERSEAS 3.685 4.602 5.27
-0.4590.8614.184 1.683.877ALLIED PPT (HK)
0.7076.9677.461AMOY CANNING 25.233 52.914
-0.212 0.0360.5381.159 0.023APPLIED ELEC
000 0.16ASEAN RESOURCES 0.161
-0.0227.026 2.247ASIA INSURANCE 0.874 1.294
-0.036 0.0230.112 0.058ASIA LANDS 0.053
-0.017-0.633 0.956ASSO INT HOTELS 1.807 0.076
0.044 0.046ATV HOLDINGS 3.568 0.113 3.455
0.0375.123BANK OF E ASIA 22.393 5.244 9.323
0.012BEAUFORTE HOLD 0.293 0.032 0.155 0.054
-0.059 0.044BOND CORP INT'L 2.601 0.369 2.753
-0.057-0.415 0.355BUILDMORE INT'L 0.491 0.086
-1.084 0.023BURWILL INT'L 1.312 0.048 0.939
-0.033CATHAY CITY 2.292 0.0530.315 2.157
-0.042CATHAY PAC AIR 6.102 0.246 0.824.01
0.028 0.059CAVENDISH INT'L 5.25 0.037 5.18
-1.412 0.036CENTURY CITY 0.109 0.9420.991
-1.006 0.075CHEUNG KONG 27.635 117.091 30.202
CHEVALIER 0.0191.257 0.465 0.310.01
-3.849CHINA ENTERTAIN 6.368 23.51 0.83216.187
-0.331CHINA LIGHT 20.889 5.2350.786 7.533
-0.363CHINA MOTOR BUS 16.836 5.7942.04 2.056
-0.235-7.374CHINESE ESTATES 12.512 25.125 31.324
CHINNEY INV 0.012.6.8 0.562 6.745 0.022
-0.021CHINTEX OIL 0.896 0.052 0.948 0.004
CHOW SANG SANG 3.311 0.68 0.0420.153 1.577
-0.046CHUANG'S CONS 0.663 0..081 0.455 0.082
-0.597CHUNG WAH SHIP 1.466 0.0430.048 0.809
-0.016CONIC INV 0.0031.091 0.012 1.133
-0.014CONTINENTAL MAR 0.943 0.066 0.869 0.029
COSMOPOL 2000 2000 1.1293.994 0.551 1.114
-0.01-0.261CREATIVE INV 1.445 0.535 0.669
-0.768CROCODILE 6.188 1.917 0.0552.726
10.889CROSS-HAR TUN 0 10.889 0 0
-1.688CRUSADER 2.601 0.379 0.0021.681
-0.0455.152DAIRY FARM INTL 0.157 4.857 0.116
-3.04DICKSON CONCEPT 3.405 1.049 0.0592.526
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APPENDIX 13B
List of Companies Studied and Their Mean Prices,
Price Variances, Alphas, Betas Mean Residuals
MeanMean Price
Company Name Price Variance Beta ResidualAlpha
EAST ASIATIC HK 1.185 0 0 01.185
-0.05ECO PROPERTIES 2.128 0.197 0.2031.61
-0.533ELEC ELTEK 0.508 0.024 0.408 0.026
ESSENTIAL ENT 2.078 0.231 0.444 0.64 0.033
-0.008ESTATE FINANCE 1.031 0.036 0.589 0.173
-0.077E TUNG PPT 1.109 0.175 0.1940.614
-0.009-0.817FE HOTELS 0.84 0.109 0.65
-0.04 -0.012FIRST CITY 0.8 0.093 0.902
FIRST PAC HOLD 4.693 0.354 0.0910.55 1.624
-0.736FIRST PAC INT'L 1.181 0.08 0.752 0.027
-1.864 -0.111FP SPECIAL 2.091 0.137 1.551
FRANKI INV 1.534 0.13 0.667 0.34 0.079
-1.131FU FAI ENT 3.156 0.29 0.0361.681
-0.001FURAMA HOTEL 5.986 0.246 2.347 0.03
G I CEMENT 10.268 3.182 0.4187.093 1.245
-0.02GLYNHILL INT'L 2.449 0.183 2.27 0.07
GOLDEN HILL 0.749 0.023 0.118 0.247 0.028
GOLD PEAK 1.624 0.101 0.244 0.541 0.019
-0.054GOOD EARNING 1.362 0.181 0.0361.271
-1.99 -0.055GREAT EAGLE 1.788 0.187 1.481
-6.917 -0.049HAECO 29.601 101.95 47.246
HANG LUNG DEV 10.609 2.975 0.038 4.144 0.202
HANG SENG BANK 39.527 16.564 27.978 4.527 0.197
HARBOUR CENTRE 59.343 164.464 45.153 5.562 1.215
HARRIMAN HOLD 4.698 0.135 2.633 0.809 0.02
-2.851HENDERSON LAND 4.593 0.165 2.918 0.02
H I C BANK 0.985 0.095 0.157 0.324 0.067
HIP SHING HONG 3.788 0.09 1.595 0.86 0.041
HK CHINA GAS 17.752 4.246 13.111 1.819 0.106.
-0.432HK S HOTELS 49.734 73.858 6.014 17.138
•4.496HK BANK 8.392 0.521 1.527 0.082
HK CARPET 11.336 2.111 5.658 2.226 0.116
HK ELECTRIC 10.583 2.758 8.827. 0.0570.689
-0.059HK F E CREDIT 0.592 0.041 0.0040.255
HK MACAU DEV 1.471 0.152 1.424 0.0430.018
-0.028HK OPTICAL 2.908 0.121 1.477 0.561
HK REALTY A 6.417 0.074 6.276 0.0070.056
-0.041HK RESORT 1.641 0.118 1.528 0.044
HK TELEPHONE 13.126 1.318 8.709 1.732 0.055
HK TVB 10.824 1.192 0.212 4.16 0.117
-0.196HK WORSTED MILL 3.421 0.793 1.418 0.032
-0.061HONGKEW HOLDING 0.899 0.105 0.42 0.188
HONG LEONG 0.983 0.015 0.814 0.0220.066
-0.002HON KWOK LAND 1.011 0.024 0.762 0.098
HOPEWELL HOLD 2.908 0.129 0.032 1.127 0.078
-0.629 -0.03HSIN CHONG HOLD 2.69 0.123 1.301
-0.018HUEY TAI INV 3.361 0.922 2.169 0.467
-4.001 -0.084HUTCHISON 34.19 148.501 44.398
HYSAN DEV 0.967 0.007 0.196 0.302 0.009
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APPENDIX 13C
List of Companies Studied and Their Mean Prices,
Price Variances, Alphas, Betas Mean Residuals
MeanMean Price
Beta ResidualAlphaPrice VarianceCompany Name
-0.15 0.0040.1230.0060.163IBI ASIA (HOLD)
-0.0740.0882.7280.872.954IHD HOLDINGS


































0.0080.1752.41 0.052 1.963MANOR HOUSE
-0.0210.546 0.0251.989 1.924MANSION HOUSE
000 0 0MEGA PACIFIC
-0.3216.8231.72 0.31117.717MELBOURNE ENT
-1.164 0.0872.5480.442MIRAMAR HOTEL 5.337
-0.1-0.2891.541 3.7062.969MULPHA (HK)
54APPENDIX 13D
List of Companies Studied and Their Mean Prices,
Price Variances, Alphas, Betas Mean Residuals
MeanMean Price
Beta ResidualAlphaPrice VarianceCompany Name
2.3517.667.88752.939 136.525NAN FLING TEXT
-1.374-21.396139.09 111.22856.646NANYANG MILL
-0.166 0.0170.4030.861 0.014NATIONAL ELEC
-0.051 0.1470.52.9291.225NEW ERA LAND
-1.329 0.1442.0190.2793.822NEW TOWN
-0.083-0.989 4.2270.1439.794NEW WORLD DEV
-0.019-1.755 2.30.2244.114NEW WORLD HOTEL
-0.0730.1280.201 2.3462.672NOVEL
.0 00 4.0724.072OCEAN-LAND DEV
0.0080.0870.061 2.3072.528ONG HOLD
-0.0150.1480.168ONTRADE INT'L 0.546 0.039
-0.2740.429ORIENT OVERSEAS 1.758 3.5664.661
-0.043-0.8616.382PALIBURG INV 4.187 1.348
-0.010.0430.3370.448 0.013PANIN HOLDING
-0.046-0.357 1.4183.26PARK HOTEL 0.565
0.0360.684PAUL Y CONS 1.937 0.123 0.193
-0.006-0.124 2.632PIONEER IND 6.589 1.476
0.0130.139PLAYMATES HOLD 1.2171.571 0.014
-0.073-0.152 0.736POKFULAM 1.727 0.261
-0.0120.0770.086PROMET 0.282 0.005
-0.012 00.008 0.614PUBLIC FINANCE 0.583
-0.0130.117PUBLIC INT'L 0.081 0.9211.219
-0.0590.115QPL HOLDINGS 1.966 0.076 1.672
0R.D.C.A. 2000 0 8.0292000 8.029
0.0070.049RAYMOND IND 2.018 0.022 1.893
-0.353 0.024REGAL HOTELS 2.254 1.0220.101
0.0170.701RICHFIELD INT'L 1.835 0.0470.074
-0.0311.698ROAD HOLDINGS 6.461 2.846 2.131
-1.062 0.055ROSE KNITTING 1.452.637 0.904
-0.149-0.308RUBY HOLD 1.7174.073 1.525
--0.326SAFETY GODOWN. 0.0171.3483.114 0.635
0SAMAHA 0.114 00.114 0.001
-0.176SCILLA HOLDINGS 0.0992.691 0.991 3.141
0.39S C M P 77.33 93.612 74.041 1.289
-0.033SEAPOWER CONS 2.236 0.295 0.492 0.684
-0.53 0.0111.135 0.053SE ASIA PPT 0.653
3.72 0.185 0.069SHAW BROTHERS 0.265 1.355
-0.2991.158 0.002SHELL ELECTRIC 0.073 0.571
-0.031SHK PPT 16.487 6.461 2.5759.918
-0.074-1.705SHUI HING 3.381 0.537 1.994
-0.745SHUI ON 1.259 0.026 0.0340.786
55APPENDIX 13E
List of Companies Studied and Their Mean Prices,
Price Variances, Alphas, Betas Mean Residuals
MeanMean Price
Beta ResidualAlphaPrice VarianceCompany Name
- - - - - - - - - - - -
-0.0342.343 0.0772.539 0.123SHUN HO LANDS
-6.729 4.322 0.1144.297 10.755SHUN TAK ENT
0.0360.6420.261.898 0.045SIME DAR (HK)
-3.456 0.18812.0779.005SINCERE 27.352
-0.0060.6380.298 1.452SING TAO 3.08
-0.05-3.299 2.283SINO LAND 2.524 0.128
-0.358-0.235SINO REALTY 0.946 1.4983.587
000SIU KING CHEUNG 0 0
-5.935 0.074SOUTH SEA TEXT 17.062 9.175 9.015
0 0STANDARD-LLOYDS 0.657 0 0.657
-1.719 0.064STELUX 1.7532.754 2.001
-0.068-0.457 0.48SUCCESS HOLD 0.769 0.117
-0.0010.019SUN'S FINANCE 0.983 0.1 0.934
-0.08SUN CO 6.749 0.301 3.528 1.262
-0.148-0.733SUNGALA 7.989 1.506 9.859
-2.074 0.037SUN HUNG KAI CO 1.7582.412 0.361
-0.138-1.166SUN ON 2.497 1.4360.538
-0.046SUNSTATE 0.721 0.128 0.247 0.186
-0.497 0.005TAI CHEUNG PPT 1.4043.085 0.063
-0.31 0.03.9TAI SANG LAND 1.0382.339 0.25
0.022TAI SHING DEV 1.3173.363 0.337 0.003
-0.168TAK WING INV 0.32 0.020.649 0.016
-0.013TEK LEE FINANCE 1.844 0.230.109 1.256
-0.141-1.84TIAN TECK LAND 3.14 0.169 1.952
-0.166TRAFALGAR 0.206 0.0060.1460.003
-0.005TYLFULL 0.893 0.051 0.330.021
-0.198UNION BANK 2.128 0.32 0-.7 0.56
UNION GLOBE 2.473 0.098 0.778 0.0240.489
.0
UNION V-TEX 1.918 0.0 1.918
-3.693 -0.044UNISON KNITTING 4.941 1.37 3.385
•3.048UNISOUTH 22.219 69.193 7.515 0.391
-4.667 -0.325UNITEX 11.031 5.525 6.154
UNIWORLD SHIP 0 0 00 0
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APPENDIX 13F
List of Companies Studied and Their Mean Prices,
Price Variances, Alphas, Betas Mean Residuals
MeanMean Price
Beta ResidualAlphaPrice VarianceCompany Name
-0.212-0.65 1.4490.4193.047VIDEOTECH
-0.0710.1540.3110.0610.702WAH HA REALTY











-0.0320.1680.130.559 0.08WING HUNG KEE
0.2479.41417.342 9.5333.547WING LUNG BANK
-0.069-1.9 2.2050.4443.726WING ON (HOLD)
-0.591 0.0581.182.419 0.179WING ON CO
-0.353-3.244 4.4478.1 1.06WING TAI DEV
-0.030.4590.1130.11.283WINLAND INV
0.1853.2111.95710.149 2.627WINSOR IND




-0.047 0.0531.862YAUMATI FERRY 4.704 0.375
-0.125 0.0841.209YEO HIAP SENG 2.959 0.637
000 2.625YOSHIYA INT'L 2.625
-0.176-0.363 0.5881.137 2.728YUEN SANG
-0.1560.3752.22 1.1492.106YU HING HOLD
0.0250.4570.075 1.728ZUNG FU 2.893


